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Smart LED controller for lighting stairs
RGB(W) V5-20

Price 162.21 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 1007

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
In the staircase controller model RGB-01 and RGBW-R
There may be visible flickering of luminous led strips.
This effect can occur with certain colors and with a reduced led strip  power of less than 100%.
For example, in standby mode when set to light up the stairs or all with power from 5-50%

Specifications: 

- Number of outputs lighting: 5-20 
- Output voltage 12v, 

Function and advantages of the controller:

• Traffic control on the stairs (you go - from “up” to “down”)
• Traffic control on the stairs (you go - from “down” to “up”)
• Traffic control with mutual traffic on the stairs (one person
from “up”  the second person from “down”)
• Mode “step by step”  
• Regulation lighting time of the light (from 0.25 seconds to 5 seconds)
• Regulation blanking time points of light (from 10 seconds to 3 minutes)
• Different modes of operation in standby mode
the mode "everything is off"
the mode - the extreme points of light shine
the mode - all the points of light shine
• Regulation the brightness of light points in standby mode
• Permanent light (with using PS)
• Supports traffic from the landing (with using PS - a permanent light)
• Supports RGB led strips

* Kit is suitable for self-assembly (very easy to install.)
* Driver made us in POLAND with high quality components, which gives almost guarantees a lifelong activity.
* For each controller add guarantees, instructions and a description of the assembly.

Possible modifications to the individual - by a separate valuation  

Prevalent in our world has become colorful lighting suspended ceilings. Today, more and more appreciated like illuminations
within the staircases. This is nothing other than mounted in cavities, profiles, or corners, LED strip, with LED RGB or RGBW,
programmed or manually controlled through a special device. Speaking about the controller of the stairs.

Among the several controllers Polish production that you can find in our store, this one stands out the possibility of operating
LED strips, RGB, and RGBW. Due to obtain the most advanced effects.

Our drivers work with motion sensors and twilight. This allows you to apply a range of solutions according to the individual
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needs of your environment. In addition, LED strips, which are the manufacturer are designed to be installed not only indoors
but also outdoors. With all this is doing is one control device.

Among intelligent features that can make full use of innovation, we should mention above all: simultaneous control of
movement up and down when we got on the steps two users. Several options have also retired, including fixed blanking, lit a
particular brightness or glare extreme points on the stairs. You can also set the timeout or lighting illumination. Added to this
is the ability to color programming. Depending on the pilot's choice of a specific color or other models of its own transitional
color setting.

Please contact us, we will help expand lighting system in your home, garden or business. At the same time we provide a full
range of accessories and favorable prices for individual adjustments.
  

 

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 (+ 51.23 Euro ), T2 (+ 66.75 Euro ), T4B (+ 102.97 Euro ), T4B (+ 92.62 Euro ), I do not order
LED Strips: 1 roll (+ 21.99 Euro ), 2 rolls - 5m (+ 43.98 Euro ), 3 rolls - 5 m (+ 65.97 Euro ), 4 rolls - 5 m (+ 87.96 Euro ), 5
rolls - 5 m (+ 109.95 Euro ), No
Power supply: 50W (+ 14.75 Euro ), 75W (+ 19.66 Euro ), 100W (+ 28.46 Euro ), 150W (+ 33.89 Euro ), 350W (+ 54.07 Euro
), No
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